
THE EVOLUTION OF GAMING

Engaging the Next Generation of  eSports, 
On the Blockchain with PG Token.



“eSports is prime real estate for custom currency. 
Gamers are already used to purchasing credits on 
gaming platforms and inside games, as well as on 
streaming platforms. Gamers also tend to be early 
adopters of new technology."

-Sports Insider

Introduction



Using the power of blockchain technology to provide 
better and more interactive experiences.

eGame s Mission’

PG  creates meaningful engagement  like never before 
betwee fans and players of eSports

On the PG Platform, users create  communities, provide 
insight,create  fatasy tournaments, engage in safe betting, 
and sponsor the growth of  Up-and-coming players all over 
the world.



eSports and 
the Cryptocurrency Market
The rapidly growing industry known as eSports has 
redefined the term “sports” with hundreds of million of 
views world-wide and market size in the hundreds of 
millions. Consisting of a younger demographic that is 
technically savvy and cryptocurrency supportive, the 
combination of eSports and cryptocurrency is set to take 

YEARLY REVENUE

$1.1Billion

9%
YEAR-TO-YEAR GROWTH

474  Million

GLOBAL AUDIENCE

$1.6  Billion

PROJ. 2024 REVENUE



Token Sales: 10,000,000,000  PG

Ecosystem: 30,000,000,000 PG

Floating Treasury: 2,500,000,000 PG

Team & Advisors: 2,500,000,000 PG

Partnership: 5,000,000,000 PG
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The rapidly growing industry known as eSports has 
redefined the term “sports” with hundreds of million of 
views world-wide and market size in the hundreds of 
millions. Consisting of a younger demographic that is 
technically savvy and cryptocurrency supportive, the 
combination of eSports and cryptocurrency is set to 
take the sports market by storm.

Sports and 
the Cryptocurrency Market



eGame Platform
The eGame platform technology integration for the 
expansion and promotion of eSports
The eGame platform is built on blockchain technology, 
thus enabling smart contract technology and the native 
eGame token PG usage across a range of features 
available to eSports players and fans.



Tournaments are a vital source of revenue for all 
eSports players, as well as essential promotional tools 
for the eSports sponsors.

The eGame platform is powered by the blockchain and 
smart contracts, promoting tournaments to help foster 
the growth of eSports.

eSports Tournaments



Community is essential in eSports. eGame enables 
teams or individual players to create their own 
moderated communities where they interact with their 
fans. 

By implementing smart contract technology with 
cryptocurrency, community creators incentivize 

Community Engagement



eSports Betting Features



House Bets
The eGame platform offers odds and takes bets on 
tournaments, events, and select matches.

Bets and  payout are in the PG token with the option to 
wager instead using one of the major cryptocurrencies.



Exclusive Bets
Players in good standing with a minimum PG balance 
may place Exclusive Bets that can lead to higher 
payouts as they continue to accrue wagers across 
multiple matches or tournaments,known commonly as 
a parlay.

if the bettor wins all of the bets with in the parlay, the 
bettor receuves a much higher payout.



Indivdual users may direcrly place bets with one 
another on matches and tournaments with the option 
enabled.

Player-to-Player(PSP) bets are secured via smart 
contract technology and meticulous in-house 
moderation.

P2P Bets



A non-fungible token, or NFT, is a digital good, usually a 
media file such as an image or video, which is 
inextricably linked to a digital hash on the blockchain 
which affirms the actual owner of the original property.

NFT Creation
Through the platform players can create their own 
NFTs. It can be images or even video during a game. 
(Memorable events captured via NFT)

NFT Trading Platform
NFT creators and traders can then auction their NFTs on 
the NFT Trading platform.

NFT Exchange



PG Staking
eGame allows users to get more engaged with the 
platform through PG staking  models. By staking, PG 
users can get access to Exclusive Bets and be more 
involved in communities, allowing them to earn PG 
rewards.




